
 
July 19, 2022 
 
Fresno County Board of Supervisors  
2281 Tulare St., Ste 301,  
Fresno, CA 93721 
 
Fresno Council of Governments  
2035 Tulare St., Ste 201 
 Fresno, CA 93721 
 
Fresno County Transportation Authority  
2220 Tulare St, Ste 2101 
Fresno, CA 93721 
 
Sent via Email 
 
 Re: Unlawful Conduct in Processes Related to Adoption of Measure C  

Dear Members of the Fresno County Transportation Authority, the Fresno Council of 
Governments, and the Fresno County Board of Supervisors,  

The undersigned organizations and individuals raise and reiterate concerns regarding the legality 
of the proposed Modified Measure C Renewal Expenditure Plan (Modified Expenditure Plan, or 
Plan) itself and the actions taken and omissions made by your agencies to date in your efforts to 
rush the matter to the ballot in November of this year.  We ask that you immediately cease the 
unlawful actions and legal violations described below and act to cure the unlawful actions and 
omissions described herein.  Measure C Renewal will shape the future of Fresno County, for 
better or for worse, in a myriad of ways, and the public has a right to your agencies’ full legal 
compliance in its development and enactment. 

I. Several Agencies Including the Fresno County Board of Supervisors and the Fresno 
Council of Governments Violated the Brown Act Through Various Actions and 
Omissions  

Based on statements made by staff and elected officials, we believe that members of the Fresno 
Council of Governments (FCOG) Policy Board and  the Fresno County Board of Supervisors 
(BOS) engaged in one or more Brown Act violations that invalidate votes taken relating to 
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Measure C Renewal and / or require the agencies to rehear the items in a publicly noticed 
meeting.  

A. Members of the Council of Governments and Members of the Fresno County 
Board of Supervisors Engaged in Unlawful Serial Meetings 

Based on statements made by staff and elected officials during public hearings and in other 
settings, we believe that a majority of members of the Fresno Council of Governments and the 
Fresno Board of Supervisors engaged in a series of communications outside of a meeting, 
directly and / or through intermediaries, to discuss and deliberate on the Measure C and 
specifically on the decision to approve the Modified Expenditure Plan presented to the Fresno 
Council of Governments on Thursday, July 7th and to the Board of Supervisors on Tuesday, July 
12th. Such actions violate the Brown Act (Government Code §54952.2.) Accordingly, both the 
Council of Governments and the Board of Supervisors must cure the violation immediately by 
disclosing all communications held in violation of the Brown Act, including communications 
that constitute serial meetings, and holding another meeting to deliberate in public following 
such disclosure. Should the FCOG and Board of Supervisors fail to take these actions, both votes 
are subject to nullification by a court of law.  

B. The Council of Governments Failed to Make Written Documents Available in a 
Timely or Effective Manner  

On Thursday, July 7th, the Fresno Council of Governments (FCOG) met to discuss and consider 
for approval a Measure C Renewal Plan. Following a presentation by Executive Director Tony 
Boren on a Renewal Expenditure Plan that had been circulated to the public and included in the 
FCOG agenda packet, Boren invited Fresno Mayor and FCOG member Jerry Dyer to present a 
proposal from the City for modifications to the Renewal Plan (Modified Renewal Plan). Dyer 
presented a powerpoint presentation that was distributed to FCOG members and members of the 
public in the room, however the document was not shared prior to or during the meeting with 
people participating through teleconferencing technologies, including members of the FCOG as 
stated by the Mayor of Reedley Mary Fast at the time of the vote. We also believe that written 
documents describing the Modified Renewal Plan were distributed to a majority of FCOG 
members prior to the meeting but not made available to the public. Both of these actions (failure 
to distribute written materials during the meeting and failure to make written materials available 
at the time they are distributed to a majority of members of the Board constitute a violation of the 
Brown Act (Government Code §54957.5)  and must be cured immediately to avoid nullification 
of the FCOG’s vote on July 7th.  

To cure the violation, FCOG must notice a public meeting, include in the agenda packet all 
relevant documents, and deliberate the matter in public. Similarly, we believe that written 
materials describing the Modified Renewal Plan were distributed to a majority of members of the 
BOS but were not made available at that time to members of the public. The BOS must 
immediately cure this violation by noticing a public meeting, including in the agenda packet all 
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documents relevant to their decision making regarding the Modified Renewal Plan, and 
deliberating the matter in public.    

C. The Council of Governments Failed to Accurately Announce the Action Taken 
on the Modified Renewal Expenditure Plan at its July 7th meeting  

It remains unclear what specifically FCOG voted to approve on July 7th due to the lack of 
information in documents provided to the FCOG, lack of information in the presentation made to 
the FCOG, and lack of clarity in the actual motion made and vote taken on the Modified 
Renewal Plan. The FCOG members did not receive a full Modified Renewal Plan prior to the 
vote, they simply received in hard copy and through powerpoint presentation an outline of some 
of the changes proposed by the City of Fresno to the Original Draft Renewal Plan. This 
powerpoint lacked key details of what now constitutes the Modified Renewal Plan including 
details about Major Roads and Highways Tier 1 and Tier 2 projects. All of these issues, alone 
and collectively, demonstrate that it was and remains unclear what was included in the motion 
for approval of the Renewal Expenditure Plan and what the FCOG voted on and, accordingly, 
violate the purpose and letter of the Brown Act (Government Code § 54953). The FCOG must 
immediately cure these deficiencies by distributing a written description of the Renewal 
Expenditure Plan that they are considering pursuant to Government Code § 54957.5, noticing 
and holding a public meeting pursuant to § 54953, and deliberating the matter in public.    

II. The Modified Measure C Renewal Expenditure Plan is a Project Subject to CEQA 
and FCTA Approval of the Plan Without Conducting Environmental Review 
Violates CEQA 

The Modified Expenditure Plan declares that the plan “is not a ‘project’ under the California 
Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) and, therefore, is exempt from CEQA review,” and on 
that basis, FCTA has failed to conduct any environmental analysis under CEQA relating to the 
Plan’s potential impacts. p. 22. In support of this conclusion, the Modified Expenditure Plan 
states that, “[t]he Plan is designed to provide a funding mechanism for potential future projects 
and programs…”, implying but not stating that FCTA’s determination that the Plan is not a 
project pursuant to CEQA is based on CEQA Guidelines Section 15378, which identifies the 
creation of certain government funding mechanisms as not included within the meaning of 
“Project”. Id. Yet, the Modified Expenditure Plan falls squarely within the meaning of a 
“project” under CEQA and does not meet the criteria to fall outside of that definition under 
Guidelines section 15378(b),  because the Plan unequivocally commits FCTA to fund specific 
projects if funding is available and because of the Plan’s potential to result in wide-ranging and 
significant environmental impacts. Pub. Res. Code § 21065; 14 C.C.R. § 15378; Save Tara v. 
City of West Hollywood (2008) 45 Cal.4th 116. As a result, FCTA approval of the Modified 
Expenditure Plan without conducting environmental review violates CEQA. Pub. Res. Code §§ 
21100(a); 21151; 14 C.C.R. §§ 15352, 21065. 
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Pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21100(a), all lead agencies shall prepare, or cause to 
be prepared by contract, and certify the completion of, an environmental impact report on any 
project which they propose to carry out or approve that may have a significant effect on the 
environment. See also Pub. Res. Code § 21151. A “project” means an activity which may cause a 
direct or reasonably foreseeable indirect change in the environment and is an activity directly 
undertaken by any public agency, financially supported in whole or in part by a public agency, or 
that involves the issuance of an entitlement by a public agency. Pub. Res. Code § 21065; 14 
C.C.R. § 15378.  Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15378(b)(4), projects do not include the 
creation of government funding mechanisms which do not involve any commitment to any 
specific project which may result in a potentially significant impact on the environment.  
 
Here, the Modified Measure C Renewal Expenditure Plan describes and unequivocally commits 
FCTA to fund specific infrastructure projects with approximately $998 million dollars under the 
Major Roads and Highways, Safety Improvements and Congestion Relief Program (“Major 
Roads & Highways Program”). pp. 6, 30-39. According to the Plan, the Major Roads and 
Highways Program “identifies priority regional streets and highway improvement projects to be 
implemented over the life of the Measure C Renewal Program. These projects will be funded 
with Measure C and other transportation funding.” p. 22. In describing the improvements to be 
funded through the Major Roads and Highways Program, the Plan describes those improvements 
as “Project Commitments” and identifies and describes 127 specific projects to fund as “Tier 1” 
and “Tier 2” priorities. pp. 22, 27-40. The Implementing Guidelines state that Tier 1 projects 
“are high priority.” Implementing Guidelines, p. 20.  While the Plan states that FCTA and FCOG 
will “revisit the expenditure plan in 2042 to potentially adjust the transportation programs and 
associated allocations of Measure C proceeds,” it does not describe any process to allow for any 
adjustment for Tier 1 projects designated for funding in years 1 through 15 (2027-2041) of the 
Measure C Renewal lifespan. p. 20.  In addition, while the Modified Plan states that FCOG and 
FCTA will conduct biennial Major Roads and Highways reviews and updates, the Plan describes 
the purpose of those reviews as limited to ascertaining project delivery status and the “validity of 
funding,” but nowhere indicates that those reviews may be used to alter which projects receive 
funding when it is available. p. 26. To postpone environmental review to the entitlement phase of 
the approval of specific projects identified in the Modified Expenditure Plan or some other future 
date would clearly render EIRs the kind of “post hoc rationalization” to support FCTA’s 
commitment to those projects through its approval of the expenditure plan which the Supreme 
Court has ruled violates CEQA.  Save Tara v. City of West Hollywood (2008) 45 Cal.4th 116, 
138. Environmental review must be “done early enough to serve, realistically, as a meaningful 
contribution to public decisions,” something which will not be achieved should FCTA approve 
the expenditure plan without CEQA review. Id. p. 135. 
 
FCTA failure to conduct CEQA review prior to approving the Plan also risks running afoul of 
CEQA’s prohibitions against the illegal piecemealing of environmental review by evaluating the 
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impacts of the improvements to which the Measure C Renewal Plan commits funding separately 
and evading environmental review that encompasses the whole of the project, including of the 
projects scheduled to receive funding. Berkeley Keep Jets Over the Bay Comm. v. Bd. of Port 
Comm’rs, 91 Cal. App. 4th 1344, 1358 (2001). FCTA cannot allow “environmental 
considerations [to] become submerged by chopping a large project into many little ones—each 
with a minimal potential impact on the environment—which cumulatively may have disastrous 
consequences.”  Bozung v. Local Agency Formation Com., 13 Cal. 3d 263, 283, 529 P.2d 1017 
(1975).  
 
Based on the program title alone, “Major Roads and Highways…” it is evident that the nearly 
billion dollars in road improvement and capacity-enhancement projects the Modified 
Expenditure Plan would commit FCTA to fund, in addition to Plan’s other programs, will result 
in numerous significant, and likely severe, environmental impacts, including in areas with 
extremely poor existing environmental conditions.  The Major Roads and Highways Tier 1 and 
Tier 2 project lists include a wide array of project types which are known to cause significant 
impacts to vehicle miles traveled, air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, noise, public health, 
housing, population and more as a result of project construction and operation. These projects 
include but are not limited to freeway connectors, lane additions, lane widenings, interchange 
enhancements, roadway reconstructions, and more.1  Many of these projects are located in areas 
that currently rank among the most burdened by multiple sources of pollution in the state 
according to the California EPA’s CalEnviroScreen (“CES”) 4.0 tool.  For example, Project 3 
(SR 180 WB to NB / SR 99 connector, a lane addition) is located in Census Tract 6019000700, 
which scores in the 100th percentile under CES, meaning it is one of the most pollution-
burdened census tracts in the state, and scores in the 96th percentile for PM2.5 emissions 
exposures, 98th percentile for asthma, and 100th percentile for low-birth weight infants. See 
CalEPA CES maps result image for Census Tract 6019000700 attached hereto. As another 
example, Project 14 (SR 41 / Shields Avenue, an interchange improvement including the an 
offramp expansion) is located in Census Tract 6019003400, which scores in the 98th percentile 
under CES for overall pollution burden, in the 97th percentile for PM2.5 exposure, the 94th 
percentile for Diesel PM exposures, and the 98th percentile for asthma. See CalEPA CES maps 
result image for Census Tract 6019003400.  For purposes of CEQA, “[t]he significance of an 

 
1 See CalTrans’ “Bigger Roads, More Traffic,” available at https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-
media/programs/sustainability/images/sb-743-infographic.png, access on July 19, 2022; Governor’s Office of 
Planning and Research, Technical Advisory: On Evaluating Transportation Impacts Under CEQA,” p. 26 (stating 
that “[b]imuilding new roadways, adding roadway capacity in congested areas, or adding roadway capacity to areas 
where congestion is expected in the future, typically induces additional vehicle travel”, which must be studied under 
CEQA), available at https://opr.ca.gov/docs/20190122-743_Technical_Advisory.pdf, access on July 19, 2022; U.S. 
Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, “Construction Impacts on the Environment: 
Strategies for Improvement,” available at 
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/pavement/sustainability/articles/construction_impacts.cfm#:~:text=Traffic%20delays%2
C%20congestion%2C%20and%20noise,a%20result%20of%20construction%20quality), accessed on July 19, 2022; 
U.S. EPA, Near Roadway Air Pollution & Health, available at https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-
11/documents/420f14044_0.pdf, accessed on July 19, 2022. 
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activity depends upon the setting.” Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 
Cal.App.3d 692, 718; CEQA Guidelines Sec. 15064(b). A project that is ordinarily insignificant 
in its impact on the environment may in a particularly sensitive environment be significant;  
CEQA Guidelines Sec. 15300.2(a). The extremely high pollution burden levels in neighborhoods 
where multi-million dollar road improvement projects are proposed to occur under the Tier 1 and 
Tier 2 project lists compound the necessity of early environmental review on the FCTA’s 
expenditure plan to ensure that its significant impacts on environmental quality and public health 
in those neighborhoods are fully examined and wherever possible, avoided and mitigated. 
 
As a result of the foregoing, a vote by FCTA to approve the Plan and direct the County to place 
it on the ballot this fall is an activity undertaken by a public agency which will undoubtedly 
result in myriad environmental impacts including but not limited greenhouse gas emissions, air 
quality, traffic, noise, public health, and water quality approved by voters and which must be 
fully evaluated in an EIR prior to FCTA approval.  
 

III.  The Inclusion of East Central Avenue Interchange Enhancements in the Major  
Roads and Highway Program is in Violation of the City of Fresno’s Contract with  
South Fresno Community Alliance 
 

In response to a request by the City of Fresno, the Modified Renewal Expenditure plan includes 
more than $164 million for State Route 99 interchange enhancements at East Central Avenue and 
Chestnut Avenue and an additional $143 million for State Route 41 interchange enhancements at 
East Central Avenue and American Avenue. These projects are respectively assigned Project IDs 
25 and 124 in the Modified Expenditure Plan. The primary purpose of these projects would be to 
expand capacity for truck traffic entering South Central Fresno on Central Avenue to serve 
industrial development in the area. See CalTrans South Fresno State Route 99 Corridor Project, 
Draft EIR2,  Sept. 2021, p. Iv, 167 (identifying navigation difficulties for large trucks due to 
narrow interchange dimensions as a basis for interchange improvements in South Central Fresno 
and noting the Central Avenue improvements have been postponed due to current funding 
limitations, which the Measure Renewal Expenditure Plan would address). The City’s request to 
include these projects violates its duty of good faith and fair dealing in implementing a 
settlement agreement with South Fresno Community Alliance (attached hereto), which requires 
the City to take actions to re-route trucks off of Central Avenue. Should the Modified Renewal 
Expenditure Plan be approved as is, with Projects 25 and 124, the City of Fresno may be 
enjoined from utilizing FCTA funds to implement those projects. 

IV. FCTA Risks Violating California Law By Adopting the Modified Measure C 
Renewal Expenditure Plan Prior to Approval by City Councils  

 
2Available at https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-media/district-6/documents/d6-environmental-docs/06-0h240/sr99-sth-
fre-sr99-crrdr-060h240-1021-a11y.pdf, accessed on July 19, 2022 
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FCTA may not adopt the Plan on July 20th, because it has not received the support of a requisite 
number of city councils. Pursuant to California Public Utilities Code §142256, a county 
transportation expenditure plan shall not be adopted by the authority until it has received the 
approval of the board of supervisors and of the city councils representing both a majority of the 
cities in the county and a majority of the population residing in the incorporated areas of the 
county. As of July 19th, only the Huron city council has voted on a now outdated version of the 
Measure C Renewal Expenditure Plan. Neither city councils representing a majority of cities, nor 
city councils representing a majority of the population residing in Fresno County’s incorporated 
areas have approved the Modified Expenditure Plan currently before FCTA. We previously 
warned FCTA of its failure to comply with Public Utilities Code section 142256, but received no 
response from FCTA and FCTA has failed and refused to correct this error. Comments submitted 
by Leadership Counsel for Justice and Accountability (“LCJA”) and multiple other 
organizations, titled “Measure C Renewal Draft Expenditure Plan, Draft Implementation 
Guidelines, and Draft Allocation Comments,” dated June 27, 2022, pp. 2-3.3 Accordingly, 
FCTA’s adoption of the Plan at its July 20th meeting would constitute a violation of state law 
and would constitute a failure to follow the requirements necessary to call for an election on the 
Measure pursuant to section 142250.  

V. The Draft Measure Renewal Ballot Language Conflict with the State Elections Code 
Prohibition on False and Misleading Ballot Materials   

The Elections Code provides for the issuance of a writ of mandate or an injunction upon 
satisfactory proof that any election materials are false, misleading, or inconsistent with the 
requirements of the Election Code. Elections Code § 9190. Yet the Plan provides Draft ballot 
language which describes the Plan in false and misleading terms in violation of section 9190.  
Draft Plan, Appendix A.  

First, the draft language claims that the Plan will improve air quality, although the Plan provides 
nearly $1 billion for lane additions, interchange expansions, and other capacity enhancing 
highway and road improvements which are known to induce vehicle miles traveled and therefore 
degrade air quality. The Plan also eliminates existing agricultural vanpool program and trip 
incentives, which would also degrade air quality. Relatedly, the Plan decreases the percentage of 
funds dedicated to public transit compared to Measure C Renewal to just 12% of total funds and 
sharply limits investments in active transportation, which will further contribute to the 
degradation of air quality and which conflicts with the ballot language’s assertions that the 
measure would improve public transit services. The 12% of total funding dedicated for public 
transit also includes any spending on low cost fares for seniors, low-income residents, veterans, 
students, and taxi scripp for seniors, thus putting limited public transit funding in competition 
with funding to support basic mobility for residents and undermining the language’s claims that 
it would “protect low-cost senior transportation options”. The language also makes the sweeping 

 
3 A copy of these comments is available on LCJA’s website at the following link: https://leadershipcounsel.org/wp-
content/uploads/2022/06/MC3-Draft-Plans-Comment-Letter-1.pdf 
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claim that it will keep local roads in good condition, but does not disclose that roads within the 
County are not eligible. Further, the language claims that the measure will create local jobs, but 
the Draft Plan includes no firm commitments to any specific local hire policy or any assurance 
that local workers will in fact obtain jobs for projects funded by the Measure C Renewal, only a 
vague assurance without any specific commitments that the measure will provide local jobs and 
access to training opportunities. P. 10. For these and other reasons, the draft ballot language 
contained in the Plan conflicts with the Elections Code and must be revised to reflect the Plan’s 
spending commitments accurately. 

*  *  *  *  * 

For the reasons stated above, FCTA cannot legally adopt the Modified Renewal Expenditure 
Plan on July 20th and cannot legally adopt the Modified Renewal Expenditure Plan unless and 
until there is full environmental review of the plan pursuant to the California Environmental 
Quality Act; the city councils representing a majority of the fifteen cities in Fresno County and a 
majority of the population in incorporated areas of Fresno County approve the Modified 
Renewal Expenditure Plan; and FCOG and the Board of Supervisors cure and correct the various 
violations of the Brown Act outlined above. We ask again that your agencies refrain from 
continuing to violate state law and immediately act to cure its violations to date. 
 
Please contact us if you would like to discuss this letter or have any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Laura Moreno 
Executive Director 
Friends of Calwa 
 
Marianne Kast 
League of Women Voters of Fresno 
 
Travis Alexander 
Carpenters Union 701 
 
Luisa Medina 
Fresno County resident 
 
Sher Moua 
Central Valley Associate Director of Programs 
Youth Leadership Institute 
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M. Gloria Hernandez 
Mothers Helping Mothers 
 
Nayamin Martinez, MPH 
Director 
Central California Environmental Justice Network 
 
Sandra Celedon-Castro 
Executive Director 
Fresno Building Healthy Communities 
 
Ashley Werner 
Directing Attorney 
Leadership Counsel for Justice and Accountability 
  
Cc: Mike Leonardo, FCTA 
 Tony Boren, FCOG 
 Mayor Jerry Dyer, City of Fresno 
 Councilmember Miguel Arias, District 3, City of Fresno 
 Tony Tavares, Director, CalTrans 
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Image from CalEPA CES 4.0 results map featuring Census Tract 60190000700 

Access at https://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen/report/calenviroscreen-40 
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Access at https://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen/report/calenviroscreen-40 


